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The start of the new Destiny 2 season is always an interesting time, mainly because virtually every player is trying to figure out the most effective methods to achieve a newly raised level of power caps. This is especially true for the recently launched arrival season, as many players were off
in the previous season with a glaring amount of decent grinding and probably didn't bother to advance too far until it was live. Fortunately, bumping up your power level in the arrival season is a much less tedious effort, especially if your only goal is to reach a new soft power cap level of
1050 (new hard cap 1060). In this guide we explain how you can quickly increase your power level to the bottom 1000 and once you reach this mark how you can effectively climb to 1050 soft cover, and possibly even higher. Reaching a power level of 1000 recently raised power level
thresholds mean that getting your character up to a power level of 1000 is pretty easy and can only be done by playing by accident. If you're still below the power level of 1000 (as you probably if you checked out a season decent early), you'll notice that rare (blue) armor and weapon drops
will be scaled above the current average power level. Our recommendation is that you hang on to these higher power rare items, but that you don't pour them into your existing gear just yet. Simply having them in your inventory will cause even the higher power of rare items to fall, and once
you start finding items that are at 1000 capacity or higher, you can start pouring them into existing legendary and exotic gear. If you want to really fast track your climb to 1000, feel free to participate in events that award guaranteed Powerful Engram drops such as Crucible Rotator playlist
matches, Moon Challenge weekly quest, and weekly Flashpoint. Pinnacle Engram drops are worth pursuing as well, but you better wait to earn those until after you've crossed the power level threshold of 1000. For reference, here are some additional methods for earning both Powerful and
Pinnacle Engrams: Powerful Engrams Finish a total of eight bountys (weekly and/or daily), given zavala, Lord Shaxx, Drifter, or Banshee-44 during this weekly reset period Full Three Nightmare Hunting on the Moon (any difficulty) Full three runs of the weekly Nightfall Rank Of Crucible,
Glory or Gambit Infamy-level Decrypt Prime Engrams Pinnacle Engrams Full three beats when using elementary subclass (Doug, Solar, or Void), which corresponds to the weekly strike singe modifier Full three Match Gambit (both regular and Gambit Prime matches count) Complete the
new Interference Weekly Finish the launch of weekly Nightfall Ordeal with 100,000 points Finish the Nightmare Hunt playlist on Master of difficulty abundant Endeavor Whatever your opinion of Destiny 2's bounty system, this is undoubtedly a great way to keep yourself flush with the
necessary resources and XP (the latter of which helps promote both seasonal awards pass and seasonal artifact). You don't have to drive yourself crazy to do every award though, just grab the ones you like to do and/or those that are already consistent with the preferred style of play. One
series of bounty you absolutely should not ignore is Banshee-44's weapon of bounty. Once completed, these awards reward a guaranteed module update (for weekly bounty) or Core Improvement (for daily bounty). The Banshee-44 can also transform improved cores into upgrade modules
for a small fee of legendary shards, glitter, and planetary materials, and the reason why you want a large reserve of upgrade modules is because they are needed for infusion gear. Crucible and Vanguard bounties are worth doing, not only because of their XP rewards, but also because you
can earn reward packages from their suppliers (Shaxx and zavala). The legendary gear provided through these rewards packages can drop well above your power level if you are still sub 1000, and even after you cross the 1000 threshold they can still help you slowly climb to 1050. Finally,
there is a new awards series you can pick up from Prismatic Recaster, which was created near Drifter's tower. Prismatic Recaster and its rewards tie into the new Umbral Engrams system, which we will cover at the moment, but for now, we'll say bounties are worth doing because they are
provided with a key new resource: The Altered Element. The Ends of Justify Means Season arrivals includes a new questline opening featuring Eris Morne and some mysterious new pyramid ships that have landed on Io. This opening questline, called Means to the End, involves completing
a small number of solo missions and recharging activities, and it culminates in a final mission called Intervention, which can be repeated each week for the fall of Pinnacle Engram. As you play through the means to end the questline, you'll get to know Prismatic Recaster and how it can
focus on the new Umbral Engram drops you'll find in specific gear types. After focusing these Umbral Engrams are then deciphered using Drifter's unique decryptor, and like most other sources, these deciphered droplets of gear can help you rocket up the power level chain. The first three
Umbral Engrams you earn each week can be focused for free (this number of free tricks can be increased by buying a 'Free-Focus Lens' Prismatic Recaster update) and decipher at powerful levels Engram. Additional tricks will then require the altered item to be spent. Second Second
Twisted energy is needed to rank Prismatic Caster and unlock updates. Both twisted energy and altered element have a chance of dropping as rewards from other activities, but the most consistent way to get them through Prismatic Caster is weekly and daily rewards. All these things about
Prismatic Caster, Umbral Engrams, and focusing are admittedly a lot to accept, but like so many other Destiny 2 systems you don't have to deal with it any more than you want. Understanding and using Prismatic Caster and Umbral Engrams can certainly help you push forward past the
power level of 1000 and to 1050 (or even to 1060), but if you prefer to just play your favorite playlist activities like Crucible or Gambit, that's perfectly fine too. A note on The Gear Sunsetting Sunset gear, which Bungie has said has previously started rolling out alongside the arrival season,

but you'd be forgiven for not immediately noticing. If you look at your current legendary and exotic gear, you will see it has a maximum power cap of 1060. However, once you start picking up new gear pieces, you'll see their power cap of 1360. This is the mechanics of sunset gear in action.
As Destiny 2 continues to evolve and new seasons and expansions continue to come out, much of the game gear is currently finally obsolete since its power level cannot be raised above 1,060. The general intention for players is to eventually swap their gear for the new 1360-part power
level cap. The infusing piece of 1360 gears into 1060 gears unfortunately does not raise the overall power of the latter cap, even if the two parts of the gear are identical. This slow-to-phase discontinuation of relevancy gears is not something you need to immediately concern yourself, but if
you're trying to at least somewhat keep up with the current power level curve, you can start hanging on to any 1,360 gears you fancy. No matter how you go about pushing your fate 2 Guardian power level ever up, just remember that you don't need to reach the soft power cap of the day.
The arrivals season is still barely a week away, so there's plenty of time to work through the new season content at your leisure (especially if you also have the viola characters you want to level). Just go at your own pace, do what you like, and increase the power level will come. Fate 2 is all
about earning new loot and growing as powerful as you can. But figure out how to get your strength fast, especially after the massive overhaul of the system that came with Shadowkeep. That's why we made this Destiny 2 power alignment guide that destroys everything you need to do to
max out your power level. Step One: Getting to level 900 level can be a bit Destiny 2 if you're a beginner. In previous iterations, you both had a character character (based on experience) and the level of power (derived from transmission statistics). With the New Light update, the character
levels have completely disappeared. Instead, now you only need to focus on increasing the power level. As with The Light in Destiny, the power level is average for all your gears, and is a measure of your overall strength, offensively and defensively. As you move through the story, each
action has an offered level of power in the director. If your power is low, spend time completing side goals such as social events and adventures to get the best gear. According to the latest game updates, each player now starts at a power level of 750, with each subclass symbol unlocked.
Your first goal is to grind to get into the soft cover of game 900. As you play, you will get different gear drops, which color is coded by rarity. You'll basically see a rare (blue) drop during this section that will give you gears above your current power level until you hit that soft lid. This grind can
go very quickly if you just play through campaign games as you will constantly get new tackles just by playing. Don't be too valuable here. You will switch gears constantly while you run up to 900. You don't have to be tied to any one piece of equipment. Instead, keep equipping your highest
level of gear. This will increase your power level and in turn do so so that you get higher random drops. Raise your representative Everything you do on each planet earns you a reputation as tokens for these planets. If you have a good amount, take these tokens to the quest giver on every
planet - Devram in EDS, Failsafe on Nessus, Sloan on Titan, Usher on Io, Brother Vance on Mercury and Ana Bray on Mars. Every time you turn in enough tokens to fill the reputation of the meter (which appears when talking to each quest giver), you get some new gear that will be more
powerful than what you have until you hit the lid. Almost everything you do on this planet will give you a reputation for tokens. Completing adventures and patrolling earns, cleaning up problems, finding supply caches (treasure chests accidentally scattered across planets), clearing Lost
Sectors (hidden tunnels full of bad guys with a special loot box that can only be opened if you kill a big enemy with a yellow health bar at the end), and washing away high-cost targets around various planets (tough enemies with yellow health bars) You can also complete community events
to earn more reps, and you'll find gear drops at the end of those as well. Quick Raise your level quickly when jumping into Shadowkeep to save your tokens for suppliers. Until you hit the soft extension lid, you can purchase gear from suppliers that will boost your power level. It's faster than
finding the best equipment in the world and allows you to get to your our vehies. Eliminate old things in more traditional role-playing games, you can sell your old hardware, but in Destiny 2, you just dismantle it from the menu screen by holding a certain button (square on PlayStation 4, for
example). You have to give up any old green or blue drops with a power level below your most powerful elements. When rare and legendary drops are dismantled, they give the gunsmith materials. Take them to the Gunsmith in the tower to increase your reputation with it. Just like a twist in
reputation tokens, if you give the gunsmith enough pieces, you'll fill the bar on the screen and eventually earn new, more powerful gear. Make some alternative characters you can have a total of three characters in Destiny 2 - Titan, Sorcerer, and Hunter - and using two or all three of them
gives you the opportunity to kind of jump your characters by sharing equipment between them. This can help you get all your power levels in about the same place, which would mean that instead of making five importants a week, you can make 10 or even 15 and then combine the
resources of your characters together. Once you get your viola character pretty close to where your main character is power-wise, start knocking out alt character importants for guaranteed high-level gear drops. Armor will have to stay on your viola, as it is not interchangeable between
classes, but any weapons you get that are above your power level will also give a boost to your main character. Sharing weapons back and forth can quickly increase the level of your characters each week. Step two: The road to 950 Things slow down significantly once you hit the 950.
While every piece of gear you get before hitting the soft lid will help you grow, only specific activities and techniques will help you gear up above your current power level. In order to grind your level, you will basically rely on activity that drops powerful engrams. They contain gears that dip
above your power level. There are different levels of these rewards, with Level 1 yielding items that fall No.3 over your base power, Level 2 dropping by 4, and Level 3 dropping by 5. In addition, there are also Pinnacle engrams that only drop from the highest level of activity at 6 pounds gain
(don't worry about it yet). These rewards are earned by fulfilling certain weekly goals and values. If you look at your director, you will find gold signs that indicate the ways you can get a powerful outfit. Think of them as your weekly chores; Log in every week and complete as many of them
as you can optimize the grind. In its current state, you can pretty much receive rewards for any so let's break down some things that you can focus on. Full strike strike collection of longer missions that have your own playlist on your director. Every week the playlist will have Different burn
active, which means that the strength of a certain element will be increased during the strokes. Each week, you'll receive a Level 1 reward if you perform 3 strokes while using a character subclass that matches that burn. For example, if Void Burn is active, you want to make sure your
Warlock is equipped with a Void subclass. Completing 3 strokes with the appropriate element equipped will give you a reward. While you're here, don't forget that the avant-garde of the awards is zavala. His bounties are specifically dealing with PVE activities and strikes, so this is a great
way to reach those and get a weekly Vanguard award to complete 8 awards. Enter Crucible Every week, you can get a Level 1 reward by filling out matches in various Crucible (PVP game mode) playlists. First, there are Core Match playlists. These are essentially basic game modes that
are always available as control. Compete in 4 matches between these playlists and you will receive a reward. You don't even need to win to achieve that goal, so don't worry about your skill level here. Then there are Rotator playlists that are special PVP modes that change in and every
week. The rewards here work just like the main matches: compete in 4 matches between these playlists, and you get a Level 1 reward, win or lose. On top of all this, Crucible includes a ranking system that can net you even more rewards. You will get the experience for every match you
complete, with wins in the band upping your experience to gain. Every time you rank up, you get a package that contains Tier 1 drops. This makes Crucible one of the most reliable methods for alignment if you are trying to grind. Between rank awards, Shaxx weekly bounty engram, and
prizes for weekly playlist completions, you can get a ton of Crucible each week. Full Bounties Many of the tower's major suppliers will give you Tier 1 engrams to complete 8 of their awards per week. For example, you can fill out 8 Shaxx's Crucible awards in one week to get a reward. You
should always pick up as many bountys as you can as completing them has a number of benefits (including giving you an experience that goes towards unlocking seasonal rewards). If you don't know where to start, focus on Gunsmith, Crucible, Vanguard and Gambit. All of them can be
obtained in the tower and you will receive Tier 1 gears from the appropriate supplier to complete 8 each week. Gambling on Gambit Gambit is a unique hybrid of Destiny 2 PVE and PVP, and like Crucible it can be very useful. For completing 3 Gambit matches each week, you will receive a
Level 2 reward costing 4 euros for basic capacity. Much like Crucible, you also get Tier 1 rewards every time you rank up, which can be achieved Nitze wins together. Note that Gambit Gambit matches be considerably longer than Crucible matches, so it may not be so quick to grind. Опять
же, Drifter даст вам Tier 1 награду за завершение 8 Gambit щедроты в неделю, поэтому убедитесь, что забрать их, прежде чем прыгать дюйма Кошмар Охота Кошмар Охота являются новой деятельностью в Shadowkeep, что яму вам против мощных Версии Кошмар
старых боссов. This one is pretty simple: complete 3 of them every week and you get a tier 1 award. Flashpoint Every week, another planet will take what is called Flashpoint. This is basically a weekly goal that challenges you with completing various activities on this planet. Completing this
will give you a Level 1 reward. All you have to do here is download into what planet has a flash this week and complete things like patrols and community events to raise your bar progress. The task of Eris Morne every week, the moon supplier, Eris Morne, will give you 2 goals that will net
you Tier 1 rewards. First, a weekly mission story that will just send you back through one of the shadowkeep expansion campaign missions. Another comes from Memory Pursuits, which ask you to do a specific task like hand-to-hand combat killing powerful enemies in Nightmare Hunts, for
example. You will only have access to them if you bought Shadowkeep, so you can also take advantage of this if you have spent cash. The fight against Vex Destiny 2 now has rotating seasons that will bring new challenges and activities to the table. The game is currently in the season of
Undying, which shows the attack of Vex on the moon. There are several ways that you can get high-level rewards from this, basically revolves around Vex Offensive mode. Vex Offensive is a PVE wave protection mode where you need to kill a whole bunch of robots. It's meeting time and
you'll get more rewards for completing them within the term. There are 2 things you can get from running these fairly once a week: Tier 2 is rewarded for completing it enough times, and tier 3 reward for killing a certain amount of Vex each week. At this point, this seems to be the only way to
get a Tier 3 engram, so it's absolutely worth grinding this mode while it's active. But you can hurry as it won't be around too long. Hopefully everything that replaces it also gives equally good rewards. Join the clan If you play Destiny with friends, you want to make a clan. Clans are an
incredibly valuable way to get rewards. Every week, you can get Tier 1 engram in Crucible, strikes, gambit, nightfall, and raid-up when you play them with a clang. It's an incentive to make a few friends in Destiny 2, making the gear grind faster and more fun to work through. In addition, you
will receive a Level 2 award week for contributing enough clan XP that just translates to how to play the game enough and and get a good reward every week. Premier Engrams Talking only play the game every week, Premier Engrams are their own X-factor here. These are completely
random drops that contain powerful rewards. Even if you're not doing something on your checklist, there's a good chance that you'll just get them randomly every once and for a while, whether from random enemies or as a reward for completing activities. Always make sure to bring them to
Cryptarch when you find them for a small raise. Do some quests After completing the history of the campaign in Destiny 2 and in the extensions, you can return to each planet and talk to her quest giver to open a new multi-stage mission called the quest. The quests are like a more involved
adventure activity, and when you complete all of them on the planet (usually three), you'll get some quality rewards. Quests can often drop a legendary and exotic weapon that can fall above your light level. So not only are you getting some cool gear, but you'll also get a power boost for
that. If you don't know where to start, try digging into Shadowkeep Pain and Gain and Deathbringer questlines, both of which will net you high-level exotic weapons shortly after the campaign ends. Step Three: Pushing your power level to the road limit is up to 950 long, but that's technically
not the end. You can really push your power up to 960 with the help of Pinnacle awards. These rare engrams are awarded only for the most challenging actions of the game, but if you've made it this far, you're probably up for the challenge. Just note that you can find friends if you are going
to tackle these as a coordinated fire family can really help in the endgame. Crash Crucible We mentioned earlier that Crucible is an extremely profitable way to get powerful drops. But you can also get Pinnacle drop for mastering it. Each season you will receive the Pinnacle Award for
achieving the Legend Glory rank in competitive mode. This means getting thousands of points during the season in the game's most challenging PVP playlist. If you just don't have the patience for raids or overnight falls, it at least gives you something to work towards, even if it's only for 1
drop. You run a raid If you hit 950, it means you're ready for the biggest chunk of the endgame content Destiny has to offer: raids. Raids are complex missions that require 6 guards to complete. Completing the garden rescue raid will give you Pinnacle drop. If you are able to do a raid once
a week, you can march up to 960 with ease, although getting 6 people together each week is a problem in itself. Turning into a raid reputation tokens also get you a big raid gear, As with other reputation suppliers, the equipment will be below your level if you are on or above the soft cover.
As you work through the raid, there's a chance that will drop a higher level of gear. You will launch each raid after the weekly reboot if you are really interested in grinding your level up. Even outside of Pinnacle gear, you get an extremely powerful outfit to complete raids meetings, so if
you're all in on the grind, raids should be on your to-do list. Mastering Nightfall Nightfalls are souped-up versions of beats that switch things, adding in random modifiers. As shadowkeep, Nightfalls have undergone significant rework and are now operating under a Trial system that offers
different levels of sophistication to increase rewards. Simply completing a few each week will give you a level 1 drop, but Nightfalls are also the source of Pinnacle's rewards. To do this, you need to complete Nightfall with a score of 100,000 or more. Unlike conventional beats, Nightfalls give
you points for different things such as killing enemies. In order to get enough points, you will need to play on one of the highest difficulty parameters, meaning that you have to be close to 950 to even try it. To implement this, you will need to work fast, since the longer it takes, the more
points you will lose, so try to do it with friends if you can so you can make sure you are perfectly synchronized. Seasonal Artifacts There's one last strange quirk to power levels: seasonal artifacts. This mechanic is new to the series and gives players a way to increase their power level
without the need for high-level gear. To unlock this, you need to hit Level 7 of your season pass that will unlock the artifact. It's essentially a passive shake-up that will increase your overall power level more and more as you gain experience. So, if all your gear is 915, but your artifact is
aligned enough that it gives you a raise of 5 pounds, your power level will show up as much as 920. Although the official level cap is 960, seasonal artifacts can get you closer to 1000 depending on how much you level it during the season. So if you're having trouble getting levels as soon
as you hit 950, just keep doing what you like to do. You will get XP no matter what and what will be a positive effect of your power level. Even if your gear isn't 960, you'll still climb this mountain eventually with enough patience and grinding. Editors' recommendations destiny 2 forsaken
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